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to backup the data(apps and settings)
from HTC desire if phone is stolen?
from the main screen drag the app
from the right-hand list, to the other,
which is typically Downloads, and
drag it onto the desktop. in
applications/settings, there is a
settings tab. if the names of the
application or widget don't sound
familiar to you, head to the market
and get the app manager for a list of
what can be installed and to which
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tab each belongs. note: generally
speaking, the data (apps and their
settings) is just that - it is the apps
themselves that get backed up when
you have an account with the vendor.
the settings, which are typically the
data that lets you utilize the app in a
specific way or that would be used to
load a particular widget on top of the
screen are saved for you. this differs
between various vendors. if you have
automatic backups, and the vendor's
primary goal is to make more money
off you, they will back up these
settings, which will help you avoid
buying additional apps that would be
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necessary to replicate that particular
feature. if you backup your data your
self, then you are on your own to
replicate that feature yourself.
algebraic iterations can be "tuned" in
a second. if we start at $num=2$, the
$nextnum$ iteration would be
$2*2=4$, then $4*4=16$, then
$16*16=256$, and so on. the final
iteration will be something like
$2^{256}$. i don't know if they will
calculate that for you for
$num=999$, or if they will return
$1$, $2$, $4$, $16$, etc. if the
$num=999$ algorithm did return
$1$, then any attempted $num$ in
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the following minutes could be
returned as $1$, too! even if you are
not trying to find a last digit, you
could be trying to find the last
$num$ in a sequence. if the sequence
is $1234, 1089, 987, 967,...$, you
could be taking $num=999$, and you
wouldn't need to use the full $999$
iterations to find the answer. the
$digit$ function is the easiest
function to
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